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ABSTRACT 
Rural development is one of the main parte in development of each country. Nowadays, 

ecotourism and its development as a non-farm economy is introduced in rural parts. This paper 
studies the influence of ecotourism capabilities on development of villages in central part of 

Astara. Central part of Astara is located in northwest of Gilan and is consisted of two rural 

district of Virmoni and Heiran that includes 47 villages. The research method is descriptive-
analytical. Method of data gathering is field and library method and the findings show that more 

than 3 million and two hundred tourists come to the villages in central parts and studies in the 

population of tourists and villagers proves that the villages in central parts have more suitable 
conditions for the tourists and their visits. Increase in number of tourists has influenced the 

popularity of making the second houses in villages. Undoubtedly, the villages that are capable to 
attract the tourists need more occupation opportunities because of entrance of the tourists and so, 

it resulted in employment and finally a decrease in migration. Finally, there are some suggestions 

for development and expansion of tourism industry to develop above mentioned villages; for 
example, scientific recognizing and introducing the ecotourism capabilities in all dimensions, 

providing suitable transport facilities and construction of asphalted roads, providing ecotourism 

maps by related organizations like cultural heritage organization. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Statement of purpose and research necessity: 

 Sustainable development of villages is a comprehensive, balanced and endogenous process that capacities 

and capabilities of rural societies will be developed in its framework to meet its basic needs and control its local 

settlement system(ecologically, socially, economically, institutionally and territorial) efficiently. (Rezvani, 

1390:2). The role and place of villages in processes of economical, social, and political development in local, 

regional, national and international scale and effects of underdevelopment of rural parts like extended poverty, 

increased inequality and fast growth of population, unemployment, migration and marginalization resulted in 

paying more attention into rural development and even its priority on urban development. (Azkia&Ghaffari, 

1388:19) 

 According to its geographic situation, a village may have different capabilities like: natural forest 

attractions, traditional context and rural houses. Protecting investment in cultural heritage, environment and 

nature reserve improvement, development of rural parts that have natural attractions and avoiding migration 

from villages to the cities, employment, change in social structure and change in social roles are advantages of 

rural development. 

 So, ecotourism as a kind of tourism in post-modernism era, that has been born following forming some 

concepts like stable development, has capacity that is able to allow for rural development in its all dimensions 

and be as a basic solution in rural development. (Karami, 1378:1-3) 

 Since the villages in central part of Astara aren’t exceptions because of having natural attractions 

(vegetation, climate, water source, so on). So, the topic of this paper is studying influence of ecotourism 

capabilities on development of villages in central part of Astara. 

 

Research questions: 

-Do ecotourism capabilities influence in rural development in villages in central parts of Astara? 
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-Which ones of ecotourism capabilities influence in rural development of villages in central parts of Astara? 

 

Research hypothesis: 

-It seems that ecotourism influences in rural development in villages in central parts of Astara. 

-It seems that ecotourism capabilities of climate and vegetation have the most influence in rural development in 

villages in central parts of Astara. 

 

Research goals: 

 Recognizing ecotourism capabilities in villages in central parts of Astara related to rural development.  

 

Research method: 

 The research method in this paper is descriptive-analytical 

 

Research limit: 

 Central part of Astara in the area of 271 km
2
 including two rural districts named Heiran and Virmoni that 

are located in 48
0 

53’ east longitude and 38
0
 27’ north latitude. This part is enclosed to Astarachay river and 

Azerbaijan from north, Lavandavil and Chelavand rural districts from east and to Ardabil province from West. 

 

Distribution of villages in Astara: 

 Central part of Astara topographically is divided into four parts of coastal, plain, foothills, and 

mountainous. 

 Coastal part: this part is located in height of -20 and includes some parts of Astara. 

 Plain part: this part is located in range of the height from 0 to -20. Virmoni rural district as the most 

populated center of the city and also Astarachay river basin are located in center of this plain and the area 

around it especially toward mountains, is composed of paddy fields. 

 Foothills: this part begins from the height of 0m and continues to the height of 100m and includes 

Khanehaye Asiab in Virmoni, Anbaran, Asgar Mahalleh, Bibi Yanlu , Kashfi, Shahrak-e Hejrat,  Khanehaye 

Asiab, Abbas Abad and Darband. 

 Mountainous part: from the height of 100m t0 2200m the ridge of Qarah su and Astarachay is mountainous. 

Heiran village as the most populated center of Heiran rural district along with villages like Sij, Giladeh, Haji 

Amir and Vanabin are located in mountainous part. 

 

Ecotourism capability findings in development of the villages in central part of Astara: 

 According to the size of population, our sample was determined to be 200 questionnaires according to 

Cochran formula. Random sampling method was easy. After collecting data and analyzing them in GIS 

environment and Spss analytic software, the data were analyzed. 

 

Gender: 

 According to the studies, among 200 villagers who participated in this research, 84% were male and 16% 

were female. 

 

Age: 

 According to the studies, among 200 questionnaires that were completed in the village, 60% were 20-40, 

34% were 40-60, 4% were up to 60 and 2% were under 20 years old. 

 

Education: 

 Among villagers, there are people in any educational level and there are differences among them in respect 

to their literacy. This study shows that 26% had literary cycle, 16% had average literacy, 16% were school 

leaving qualified, 12% had elementary school literacy and bachelor’s degree, 8% were illiterate or had master’s 

degree and 2% had foundation degree. 

 

Occupation: 

 Most of people were farmers that include 68% of villagers. Animal husbandry and hunting had second and 

third place by 14% and 12% respectively. Of course occupations like fishing, hunting, handicraft and gardening 

had less proportion. 

 

Economical activities of the village: 

 The highest number of population belongs to the service sector, 24% in animal husbandry, 22% in 

gardening and 16% in farming sector; of course generally farming, animal husbandry and gardening belong to 
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agriculture and we can say that the villagers’ main economical activity is agriculture and service is at the second 

place. 

 

Visiting seasons from the village: 

 As the tourists said, they visit the villages in central part in all seasons. We studied it from the villagers’ 

point of view, too. It showed that 40% of villagers say that in summer, the village is full of tourists and after 

summer, 30% believe that in spring and 20% believe in fall and 10% believe in winter, the village is full of 

tourists. 
 
Table 1: The seasons of tourist entrance in villagers’ point of view. 

Winter Fall Summer Spring Description 

20 40 80 60 Number 

10 20 40 30 percents 

Source: field study, 1393 

 

Income: 

 It was cleared from the research findings that each tourist spends more than 50 thousand Tomans at the time 

of staying in the village. The villagers also were asked about it and 40% of villagers believed that they can earn 

very much through the tourism, 42% also believed that they can earn much through tourism; in contrast 18% 

believed that they can earn on average. 
 

Table 2: The role of tourists in village residents’ earning. 

Very low low average much Very much Description 

0 0 36 84 80 Number 

0 0 18 42 40 percents 

Source: field study, 1393 

 

Land price: 

 Land and property price will be high in any region with tourism capabilities, because demand is high and 

since the villages of central part have ecotourism capabilities other than man-made attractions, demand for 

buying land has been high, too. Studies show that 36% believed that land price has been increased on average 

and 38% believed that it has been increased very much. Totally we can say that the land price has been 

increased in central part villages. 
 
Table 3: Influence of tourist entrance in land price in central part villages. 

Very low low Average much Very much Description 

0 0 72 76 52 Number 

0 0 36 38 26 Percents 

Source: field study, 1393 

 

The second houses: 

 Undoubtedly, tourist entrance will increase the number of the second houses. 38% of villagers in central 

part believed that the second houses has been increased very much, 41% believed that the number of the second 

houses are much and 19% believed it to be average and 2% know it to be low. Totally it can be concluded that 

the tourists entrance has influenced in building the second houses. 
 
Table 4: Influence of tourist entrance in building the second houses in central part villages. 

Very low low Average much Very much Description 

0 4 38 82 76 Number 

0 2 19 41 38 Percents 

Source: field study, 1393 

 

Employment: 

 Undoubtedly, the villages with more tourist capabilities need some occupations, because of tourist’s 

entrance. This causes the villagers especially unemployed and the young generation to give services to the 

tourists and, so, it makes some occupation opportunities for them. It helps the villagers to stay in their villages. 

38% of villagers in central part, believed that tourism industry increases the occupation opportunities very much 

in the village and 33.5% believe that it increases the occupation opportunities much and 13.5% believe that it 

increases the occupation opportunities in average. 5% also know this influence low and 10% believe it to be 

very low. 
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Migration: 

 Nowadays, migration is a problem that the villagers migrate and find a false job in cities and margins of 

cities. If tourism industry be able to avoid the villagers’ migration, then most of the problems will be decreased. 

75.5% of villagers believe that tourism industry has been successful to avoid them from migration. 
 

Table 5: Influence of tourism in occupation opportunities in villages in central part. 

Very low Low Average Much Very much Description 

20 10 27 67 76 Number 

10 5 13.5 3305 38 percents 

Source: field study, 1393 

 
Table 6: Influence of tourism in villager’s migration avoidance in villages in central part. 

No Yes Description 

49 151 Number 

24.5 75.5 percents 

Source: field study, 1393 

 

Improvement in village economy: 

 Economy in village with tourists differs from villages based on agriculture. In villagers in central part, 17% 

of villagers believe that if tourists buy the villagers’ agricultural, livestock and handicraft products, the 

economical condition of the village will be better, 58% also believe that renting the rooms and houses can 

improve the economical condition of the village.18% believe that introducing the natural attractions of the 

village to the other tourists can improve the economical condition of the village and 36% believe that buying 

properties and constructing housing and service units in the village will be good ideas for improving the 

economical condition of the village. 

 
Table 7: The ways for improvement of economical condition of the village by tourists in villagers’ point of view. 

Buying properties and 
construction of housing 

and service units in the 

village 

 
Renting the rooms of 

the houses 

 
Introducing the natural 

attractions to the other 

tourists 

 
Buying villagers’ 

agricultural, livestock 

and handicraft products 

 
Description 

72 58 36 34 Number 

36 29 18 17 percents 

Source: field study, 1393 

 

Shortage of facilities in the village: 

 At the end, the villagers were asked about the shortage of their village in the field of tourism. 36% of 

villagers believed that there is housing shortage in their village, 32% believed in the shortage in welfare, 20% in 

water, gas, telecommunication and road shortage and 12% believed that there is shortage in health care in their 

village. 
 

Table 8: Shortage of facilities in villages in central part in villagers’ point of view. 

welfare housing Health care Infrastructure services Description 

64 72 24 40 Number 

32 36 12 20 percent 

Source: field study, 1393 

 

Positive and negative influences of ecotourism in central part of Astara: 

 Travelling experiences have deep and much influences and effects on society and travelling experiences are 

the most important and outstanding memories of the life. (Alvani, 1385:156). Entrance of visitors to any country 

can affect the life style of residents. The visitors also can be influenced by the culture of the host country and 

current values of it. In other dimension, «tourism industry is a factor for development of economical condition 

and also, this industry can cause social and economical changes; in shadows of the communication and 

interaction of people in two countries, it can send friendship and peace message and since this industry is 

dependent to the service, it can increase employment and income. »(Parsaian&Aarabi, 1385: 262-263). There is 

no other international commercial activity that tourism has such intense mutual influence and effect in 

economical, political, environmental and social elements. (Eftekhari&Salehi, 1378:3). «Tourism development 

may be useful in employment and increase in income for residents of that region but it may pollute environment 

and destroy the natural environment and national investments. » (Alvani, 1385:131). 

 Positive effects of ecotourism are: income for families who have renting rooms or families who sell 

handicrafts, making public investment for rural communities that will be shared by all people in that rural 

community equally and will be spent for development of rural projects, creating public investment like income 

for families inside the village, making occupation opportunities for residents of the village, buying the villagers’ 

agricultural products by the tourists, protecting the natural and preserved sites and the others. Insistence on 
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protecting natural and original landscapes, creating national spaces in villages for protecting and supervising the 

landscapes and sights in rural spaces and reinforcement of mountain climbing desire and hiking in villagers 

especially in teenagers, are all positive environmental effects of tourism on rural spaces. Negative effects of 

ecotourism are: increase in food and land price; occupation opportunities created by tourism economy will be 

short-term and low in importance, there will be decrease in plant species of the site, pollution and non-usable 

water sources, non- suitability of the land because of destruction of forests and trees, soil erosion because of soil 

and vegetation erosion and accumulation of garbage and irregular concentration of the tourists all are negative 

environmental effects of the tourism in rural spaces. 

 

Hypothesis evaluation: 

 The first hypothesis: it seems that ecotourism capabilities in rural development influence the central part of 

Astara: the results given by analyzing the questionnaires show that more than three millions and two thousand 

tourists enter to this site every year and each tourist spends more than 50 thousand Tomans during the time of 

staying in the villages in the central part. The villagers also were asked about it and 40% of them believed that 

tourism brings more income for them. The price of the land and properties will be increased because of increase 

in demand and since the villages in central part have more ecotourism capabilities in addition to their man-made 

attractions, there have been more demands for buying lands, recently. 

 So, 26% of villagers believe that the land price has been increased very much. In contrast, 36% believed 

that land price has been increased on average and 38% believed that land price has been increased much. 38% of 

villagers believed that the number of residents’ second houses has been increased very much, 41% believed it to 

be much. In villages in central part, 38% of villagers believed that tourism has increased employment very much 

and 75.5% believed that tourism has prohibited villagers from migration. 58% believed that renting rooms and 

houses can improve economical condition of the village and 36% believed that buying properties and 

constructing housing and service units in villages is a good way for improving economical condition of the 

village. 56.5% of villagers liked to invest in tourism sector and 43.5% didn’t like to. So, the first hypothesis is 

proved. 

 

The second hypothesis: 

 It seems that ecotourism capabilities of climate and vegetation have the most influence on rural 

development in central part of Astara: because of special geographic conditions in this site, our study limit is 

located in humid and mild climate in plain part to the cold climate in mountainous part. This diverseness in 

climate is seen in fewer regions in the country; hence, the condition is good for entertainment and deriving 

benefit from the nature and using transportation roads in all seasons. Studies show that, the tourists claim that 

they visit the villages in all season. Villagers also were asked about it, and 40% believed that the villages of 

central part of Astara are full in summer but 30% also believed that they are full in spring and 20% believed that 

tourists visit there in fall and believe that tourists visit there in winter. 

 This region has varied grasslands and woody vegetation that there can also be some herbal plants like 

Dorma ammoniacum and Borage; and also herbal plants festival is held in Heiran grasslands every year. And 

also Bibi Yanlu forest park with 152 hectares width is a unique, especial and original landscape because of its 

varied forest and animal habitat, some valleys with hillsides covered with forests and wood and some summits 

that attract more than 200 thousand tourists every year. So, the second hypothesis is proved, too.  

 

Conclusion and suggestions: 

  Numbers of the tourists who enter the village also were studied and studies carried out for two populations 

of tourists and villagers proved that the villages of central part of Astara are very good at tourist entrance. 

 The tourists also were studied; they claimed that they visit the villages of central part in all seasons. To 

extend the tourism industry, a widespread advertising network must be set up to introduce the village as an 

ecotourism site by extensive picture, poster, brochure and distribution of maps and print by sheriffdom and 

residents, scientific recognizing and introducing ecotourism capabilities an all dimensions, creating suitable 

facilities for transportation an constructing asphalted roads, training residents, residents’ all-dimension 

cooperation for developing rural tourism, providing tools and supplies for tourists like house, room, tent, food 

and so on by villagers that eventually can give them occupation opportunities. Making ecotourism maps by 

related organizations like cultural and tourism heritage organization, first aids training to the villagers to be able 

to work as helpers in that village, providing settlement facilities for tourists in the form of renting rooms or a 

house by residents, using public cooperation capabilities for development of tourism in the village, improvement 

and upgrading tourism by common public-private investment, revise in rules and regulations and protecting 

them for development and equipment of infrastructures and different tourism facilities in villages, increasing 

knowledge level of tourists to avoid environment destruction in the village under study, can all be helpful.   
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